OGFSTM the all-in-one software for
Oil & Gas Field Service and Supply
Oil and gas field service and supply companies face unique challenges, both in their operations and in
their back-offices, where mounds of paperwork and spreadsheets result in administrative labor consuming a higher percentage of operating profits than most industries. With Computer Business Solutions’
OGFS for Microsoft Dynamics, operations can run more profitably and more accurately with less effort.

IMPROVE PROFITABILITY and CASH FLOW:






Increase cash by 1% to 4% of sales with mobile apps capturing field ticket
information to automate the invoicing process and eliminate manual invoice creation.
Shrink back office labor cost by 50% to 75% by
reducing the work and eliminating duplicate entry.
Reduce maintenance costs, and returning trucks and
equipment back to revenue-generating service faster.
Simplify deployment, rental, and sales of equipment, tools, and minimize equipment loss.
Provide real-time visibility to profitability and
OILFIELD TESTIMONIALS
performance at any level, entity, or group.

Our founder started his career designing software at Exxon/
Mobil. At CBSi he works alongside a talented team of developers and business consultants to create features specifically designed to boost the profitability and productivity of oilfield
service and supply companies (see features listing). CBSi now
provides valuable advice and the most highly effective software
tools recognized and certified by Microsoft for this industry. We
share our experiences via briefings to oilfield service and supply
executives and their advisors, including our most popular recent
topic: “21 Strategies to Increase Oilfield Profitability & Cash
Flow” (www.cbsi-corp.com/briefing ).
OGFS runs embedded within Microsoft Dynamics NAV accounting, or
connected to other accounting software, or as a standalone solution
for operations, We upgrade clients from legacy software, RTMS,
QuickBooks, Excel, GP, and other databases.
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“What we can now offer gives
us a superior edge over our
competitors”
"We looked at 5 products and
selected yours because it’s built
for our industry, it’s not overly
engineered & complicated, and
you have great references."
"I’m especially happy with the
reporting and billing. It’s
streamlined the business and
made my job easier and faster."

